FR119. Quick Knit Potholder

**Materials:**
Uses 2 oz. worsted weight yarn, divided into 2 separate balls, and one pair #10½ needles.

**Finished Size:**
Approximately 7” x 7”

**Gauge:**
4 Stitches = 1 Inch

**Directions:**
Hold 2 strands together, throughout. Cast on 20 sts.
Start Pattern: Work garter st. over first 10 sts. (knit each st., each row.), then work seed st. over last 10 sts. (K 1, P 1, across opposite row, P over K sts., and K over P sts.) Continue in pattern as established until 3½” from the beginning, then reverse pattern, by working seed st. over garter st. and garter st. pattern over seed st. for another 3½” or 7” from the beginning. Bind off. Weave in yarn ends.

Optional: Add a crochet loop or length of yarn at any corner for hanging loop.
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